The 2019 Comparison of Tools for the Analysis of Quantitative Formal Models (QComp 2019 Competition Report) 1 Introduction
Classic verification is concerned with functional, qualitative properties of models of systems or software: Can this assertion ever be violated? Will the server always eventually answer a request? To evaluate aspects of dependability (e.g. safety, reliability, availability or survivability) and performance (e.g. response times, throughput, or power consumption), however, quantitative properties must be checked on quantitative models that incorporate probabilities, real-time aspects, or general continuous dynamics. Over the past three decades, many modelling languages for mathematical formalisms such as Markov chains or timed automata have been specified for use by quantitative verification tools that automatically check or compute values such as expected accumulated rewards or PCTL formulae. Applications include probabilistic programs, safety-critical and fault-tolerant systems, biological processes, queueing systems, privacy, and security. As a research field matures, developers of algorithms and tools face increasing challenges in comparing their work with the state of the art: the number of incompatible modelling languages grows, benchmarks and case studies become scattered and hard to obtain, and the tool prototypes used by others disappear. At the same time, it is hard to motivate spending effort on engineering generic, user-friendly, well-documented tools. In several areas, tool competitions have successfully addressed these challenges: they improve the visibility of existing tools, motivate engineering effort, and push for standardised interfaces, languages, and benchmarks. Examples include ARCH-COMP [29] for hybrid systems, the International Planning Competition [18] for planners, the SAT Competition [51] for satisfiability solvers, and SV-COMP [8] for software verification.
In this paper, we present QComp 2019: the first, friendly competition among quantitative verification tools. As the first event of its kind, its scope is intentionally limited to five stochastic formalisms based on Markov chains and to basic property types. It compares the performance, versatility, and usability of four general-purpose probabilistic model checkers, one general-purpose statistical model checker, and four specialised tools (including two probabilistic planners). All competition data is available at qcomp.org. As a friendly competition in a spirit similar to ARCH-COMP and the RERS challenge [52] , QComp's focus is less on establishing a ranking among tools, but rather on gathering a community to agree on common formats, challenges, and evaluation criteria. To this end, QComp is complemented by a new collection of benchmarks, the Quantitative Verification Benchmark Set (QVBS, [46] ). All models in the QVBS are available in their original modelling language as well as the Jani model exchange format [15] . While Jani is intended as the standard format for QComp, not all tools implement support for it yet and were thus executed only on those benchmarks for which they support the original modelling language.
Quantitative verification is rich in formalisms, modelling languages, types of properties, and verification approaches, of which we give an overview in Sect. 2. We summarise the selections made by QComp among all of these options as well as the overall competition design in Sect. 3 . The authors of the participating tools describe the features and capabilities of their tools in Sect. 4; we then compare their usability and versatility in Sect. 5. Finally, Sect. 6 contains the technical setup and results of the performance comparison, followed by an outlook on the next edition of QComp, based on the lessons learned in this round, in Sect. 7. 
DTMC

The Quantitative Verification Landscape
Quantitative verification is a wide field that overlaps with safety and fault tolerance, performance evaluation, real-time systems, simulation, optimisation, and control theory. In this section, we give an overview of the formalisms, modelling languages, property types, and verification methods considered for QComp.
Semantic Formalisms
The foundation of every formal verification approach is a formalism: a mathematically well-defined class of objects that form the semantics of any concrete model. Most modelling languages or higher-level formalisms eventually map to some extension of automata: states (that may contain relevant structure) and transitions (that connect states, possibly with several annotations). In Fig. 1 , we list the automata-based formalisms supported by Jani, and graphically show their relationships (with a higher-up formalism being an extension of the lowerlevel formalisms it is connected to). LTS are included as the most basic nonquantitative automata formalism; TA then add the quantity of (continuous) time, while DTMC and CTMC provide probabilistic behaviour. The list is clearly not exhaustive: for example, every formalism is a 1-or 1.5-player game, and the list could be extended by games with two or more players that capture competitive behaviour among actors with possibly conflicting goals. It also does not include higher-level formalisms such as Petri nets or dataflow that often provide extra information for verification compared to their automata semantics.
Modelling Languages
Modelling complex systems using the formalisms listed above directly would be cumbersome. Instead, domain experts use (textual or graphical) modelling languages to compactly describe large automata. Aside from providing a concrete human-writable and machine-readable syntax for a formalism, modelling languages typically add at least discrete variables and some form of compositionality. The current benchmarks in the QVBS were originally specified in the Galileo format [72] for fault trees, the GreatSPN format [1] for generalised stochastic Petri nets, the process algebra-based high-level modelling language Modest [36] , the PGCL specification for probabilistic programs [32] , PPDDL for probabilistic planning domains [77] , and the lower-level guarded-command PRISM language [57] . For all benchmarks, the QVBS provides a translation to the tool-independent JSON-based Jani model exchange format [15] . The purpose of Jani is to establish a standard human-readable (though not easily humanwritable) format for quantitiative verification that simplifies the implementation of new tools and fosters model exchange and tool interoperability. Many other quantitative modelling languages not yet represented in the QVBS exist such as Uppaal's XML format [7] for timed automata or those supported by Möbius [19] .
Properties
Models are verified w.r.t. properties that specify a requirement or a query for a value of interest. The basic property types for stochastic models are probabilistic reachability (the probability to eventually reach a goal state), expected accumulated rewards (or costs; the expected reward sum until reaching a goal state), and steady-state values (the steady-state probability to be in certain states or the long-run average reward). In case of formalisms with nondeterminism, properties ask for the minimum or maximum value over all resolutions of nondeterminism. Probabilistic reachability and expected rewards can be bounded by a maximum number of transitions taken, by time, or by accumulated reward; we can then query for e.g. the maximum probability to reach a goal within a cost budget. We refer to properties that query for probabilities as probabilistic, to those that deal with expected rewards as reward-based, and to steady-state properties.
From these basic properties, logics can be constructed that allow the expression of nested quantitative requirements, e.g. that with probability 1, we must reach a state within n steps from which the probability of eventually reaching an unsafe state is less than 10 −9 . Examples are CSL [5] for CTMC, PTCTL [59] for PTA, rPATL [17] for stochastic games, and STL [61] for hybrid systems. Another interesting class of properties are multi-objective tradeoffs [26] , which query for Pareto-optimal strategies balancing multiple goals.
Verification Methods and Results
The two main quantitative verification approaches are probabilistic model checking and statistical model checking a.k.a. Monte Carlo simulation. Probabilistic planners use ideas similar to probabilistic model checking, but focus on heuristics and bounding methods to avoid the state space explosion problem. [4] is to explore a model's state space followed by or interleaved with a numeric analysis, e.g. using value iteration, to compute probabilities or reward values. It aims for results with hard guarantees, i.e. precise statements about the relationship between the computed result and the actual value. For example, a probabilistic model checker may guarantee that the actual probability is definitely within = ±10 −3 of the reported value. Due to the need for state space exploration, these tools face the state space explosion problem and their applicability to large models is typically limited by available memory.
Probabilistic model checking
Statistical model checking (SMC, [49, 78] ) is Monte Carlo simulation on formal models: generate n executions of the model, determine how many of them satisfy the property or calculate the reward of each, and return the average as an estimate for the property's value. SMC is thus not directly applicable to models with nondeterminism and provides only statistical guarantees, for example that P(|p − p| > ) < δ where p is the (unknown) actual probability,p is the estimate, and 1 − δ is the confidence that the result is -correct. As and δ decrease, n grows. SMC is attractive as it only requires constant memory independent of the size of the state space. Compared to model checking, it replaces the state space explosion problem by a runtime explosion problem when faced with rare events: it is desirable that p, but since n depends quadratically on for a fixed δ (e.g. in the Okamoto bound [63] ), n becomes prohibitively large as p reaches around 10 −4 . Rare event simulation [68] provides methods to tackle this problem at the cost of higher memory usage, lack of automation, or lower generality.
Probabilistic planning uses MDP heuristic search algorithms, e.g. [10, 11] , that try to avoid the state space explosion problem by computing values only for a small fraction of the states, just enough to answer the considered property. Heuristics-admissible approximations of the optimal values-are used to initialise the value function, which is subsequently updated until the value for the initial state has provably converged. The order of updates depends on the current values; this sometimes allows to prove states to not be part of any optimal solution before actually visiting all of their descendants. Such states can safely be ignored. Many heuristic search algorithms assume a specific class of MDP. To apply them to general MDP, they need to be wrapped in FRET iterations [54] : between calls to the search algorithm, FRET eliminates end components from the subgraph of the state space induced by optimal actions w.r.t. the current values. FRET-π [71] is a variant that only picks a single optimal path to the goal.
Results. The answer to a property may be a concrete number that is in some relation to the actual value (e.g. within ±10 −3 of the actual value). However, properties-such as PCTL formulae-may also ask qualitative questions, i.e. whether the value of interest is above or below a certain constant bound. In that case, there is an opportunity for algorithms to terminate early: they may not have computed a value close to the actual one yet, but the current approximation may already be sufficient to prove or disprove the bound. In the case of models with nondeterminism, those choices can be seen as scheduling freedom, and a user may be more interested in an optimal or sufficient strategy than in the actual value, i.e. in a way to resolve the nondeterministic choices to achieve the optimal or a sufficient probability or reward. Further types of quantitative results include quantiles [73] , Pareto curves in multi-objective scenarios, and a function in terms of some model parameter in case of parametric model checking.
Decisions and Competition Setup
Seeing the wide range of options in quantitative verification described in the previous section, and taking into account that QComp 2019 was the first event of its kind, several decisions had to be made to limit its scope. The first was to build on Jani and the QVBS: only benchmarks available in Jani and submitted to the QVBS with a description and extensive metadata would become part of the QComp performance evaluation. We further limited the formalisms to DTMC, CTMC, MDP, MA and PTA (cf. Fig. 1 ). We thus included only stochastic formalisms, excluding in particular TA and HA. This is because stochastic formalisms provide more ways to exploit approximations and trade precision for runtime and memory than non-stochastic ones where verification is rather "qualitative with more complicated states". Second, we only included formalisms supported by at least two participating tools, which ruled out STA, PHA and SHA. For the same reason, we restricted to the basic properties listed at the beginning of Sect. 2.3. While many competitions focus on performance, producing an overall ranking of tools w.r.t. their total runtime over all benchmarks, QComp equally considers versatility and usability (see Sect. 5). For the performance comparison, many technical decisions (such as comparing quantitative results with an a priori fixed precision and not considering comparisons or asking for strategies) were made as explained in Sect. 6. In particular, the set of benchmarks was determined based on the wishes of the participants and announced a priori; not expecting tool authors to dubiously tweak their tools for the selected benchmarks is in line with the friendly nature of QComp 2019. The entire competition was then performed offline: participants submitted benchmarks and tools, the performance comparison was done by the organisers on a central server according to tool setup instructions and scripts provided by the participants, and the evaluation of versatility and usability is based on submitted tool descriptions.
Participating Tools
QComp is open to every tool that can check a significant subset of the models and properties of the QVBS. In particular, a participating tool need not support all model types, the Jani format, or all included kinds of properties. For example, a tool specialising in the analysis of stochastic Petri nets is not expected to solve Jani DTMC models. Nine tools were submitted to QComp (by Christian Hensel). We summarise the tools' capabilities w.r.t. the supported modelling languages, formalisms, and properties in Table 1 . We only include the property types most used in the QComp benchmarks; P, P r , and P t refer to unbounded, reward-bounded, and time-bounded reachability probabilities, respectively; E indicates expected accumulated rewards, and S steady-state probabilities. A ( ) entry signifies limited support as described in the tool-specific sections below.
Model Checkers
QComp 2019 included four general-purpose probabilistic model checkers that handle a variety of formalisms and property types as well as the more specialised PRISM-TUMheuristics tool focused on unbounded probabilistic properties. ePMC (formerly iscasMC [40] ) is mainly written in Java, with some performance-critical parts in C. It runs on 64-bit Linux, Mac OS, and Windows. ePMC particularly targets extensibility: it consists of a small core while plugins provide the ability to parse models, model-check properties of certain types, perform graph-based analyses, or integrate BDD packages [24] . In this way, ePMC can easily be extended for special purposes or experiments without affecting the stability of other parts. It supports the PRISM language and Jani as input, DTMC, CTMC, MDP, and stochastic games as formalisms, and PCTL* and reward-based properties. ePMC particularly targets the analysis of complex linear time properties [39] and the efficient analysis of stochastic parity games [41] . It has been extended to support multi-objective model checking [37] and bisimulation minimisation [38] for interval MDP. It also has experimental support for parametric Markov models [31, 60] . Specialised branches of ePMC can model check quantum Markov chains [27] and epistemic properties of multi-agent systems [30] . The tool is available in source code form at github.com/liyi-david/ePMC. mcsta is the explicit-state model checker of the Modest Toolset [42] . It is implemented in C# and works on Windows as well as on Linux and Mac OS via the Mono runtime. Built on common infrastructure in the Modest Toolset, it supports Modest, xSADF [44] and Jani as input languages, and has access to a fast state space exploration engine that compiles models to bytecode. mcsta computes unbounded and reward-bounded reachability probabilities and expected accumulated rewards on MDP and MA, and additionally time-bounded probabilities on MA. By default, it uses value iteration and Unif+ [16] ; for probabilistic reachability, it can use interval iteration [33] instead. mcsta supports PTA via digital clocks [58] and STA via a safe overapproximation [35] . It can analyse DTMC and CTMC, but treats them as (special cases of) MDP and MA, respectively, and thus cannot achieve the performance of dedicated algorithms. To deal with very large models, mcsta provides two methods to efficiently use secondary storage: by default, it makes extensive use of memory-mapped files; alternatively, given a model-specific partitioning formula, it can do a partitioned analysis [43] . For reward-bounded properties with large bounds (including time bounds in PTA), mcsta implements two unfolding-free techniques based on modified value iteration and state elimination [34] . The Modest Toolset, including mcsta, is available as a cross-platform binary package at modestchecker.net. mcsta is a commandline tool; when invoked with -?, it prints a list of all parameters with brief explanations. The download includes example Modest models with mcsta command lines. Modest is documented in [36] and on the toolset's website.
PRISM [57] is a probabilistic model checker for DTMC, CTMC, MDP, PTA, and variants annotated with rewards. Models are by default specified in the PRISM language, but other formats, notably PEPA [50] , SBML (see sbml.org), and sparse matrix files, can be imported. Properties are specified in a language based on temporal logic which subsumes PCTL, CSL, LTL, and PCTL*; it also includes extensions for rewards, multi-objective specifications, and strategy synthesis. PRISM incorporates a wide selection of analysis techniques. Many are iterative numerical methods such as Gauss-Seidel, value iteration, interval iteration [33] , and uniformisation, with multiple variants. Others include linear programming, graph-based algorithms, quantitative abstraction refinement, and symmetry reduction. Their implementations are partly symbolic (typically using binary decision diagrams) and partly explicit (often using sparse matrices). PRISM also supports statistical and parametric model checking. It can be run from a graphical user interface (featuring a model editor, simulator, and graph plotting), the command line, or Java-based APIs. It is primarily written in Java, with some C++, and works on Linux, Mac OS, and Windows. PRISM is open source under the GPL v2.0. It has been connected to many other tools using language translators, model generators, and the HOA format [3] . The tool's website at prismmodelchecker.org provides binary downloads for all major platforms, extensive documentation, tutorials, case studies, and developer resources.
PRISM-TUMheuristics is an explicit-state model checker for DTMC, CTMC, and MDP. It is implemented in Java and works cross-platform. It uses PRISM as a library for model parsing and exploration, and hence handles models in the PRISM language, with Jani support planned. It supports probabilistic reachability, safety, propositional until, and step-bounded reachability properties on MDP and DTMC as well as unbounded reachability for CTMC. At its heart, PRISM-TUMheuristics uses the ideas of [12] to only partially explore state spaces: states which are hardly reached can be omitted from computation if one is only interested in an approximate solution. Sound upper and lower bounds guide the exploration and value propagation, focusing the computation on relevant parts of the state space. Depending on the model's structure, this can yield significant speed-ups. The tool and its source code are available at prism.model.in.tum.de.
Storm [23] features the analysis of DTMC, CTMC, MDP, and MA. It supports PRISM and Jani models, dynamic fault trees [74] , probabilistic programs [32] , and stochastic Petri nets [1] . Storm analyses PCTL and CSL properties plus extensions of these logics with rewards, including time-and reward-bounded reachability, expected rewards, conditional probabilities, and steady-state rewards. It includes multi-objective model checking [45, 65] , parameter synthesis [22, 64] , and counterexample generation [21] . Storm allows for explicit-state and fully symbolic (binary decision diagram-based) model checking as well as mixtures of these approaches. It implements many analysis techniques, e.g. bisimulation minimisation, sound value iteration [66] , Unif+ [16] , learningbased exploration [12] , and game-based abstraction [56] . Dedicated libraries like Eigen, Gurobi, and Z3 [62] are used to carry out sophisticated solving tasks. A command-line interface, a C++ API, and a Python API provide flexible access to the tool's features. Storm and its documentation (including detailed installation instructions) are available at stormchecker.org. It can be compiled from source (Linux and Mac OS), installed via Homebrew (Mac OS), or used from a Docker container (all platforms).
Statistical Model Checkers
Two simulation-based tools participated in QComp 2019: the DFTRES rare event simulator for fault trees, and the general-purpose statistical model checker modes.
DFTRES is the dynamic fault tree rare event simulator [69] : a statistical model checker for dynamic fault trees that uses importance sampling with the Path-ZVA algorithm [67] . It is implemented in Java and works cross-platform. It supports the Galileo format [72] by using DFTCalc [2] as a converter, and a subset of Jani for CTMC and MA provided any nondeterminism is spurious. Path-ZVA allows for efficient analysis of rare event models while requiring only a modest amount of memory. This algorithm is optimised for steady-state properties, but also supports probabilistic reachability (currently implemented for time-bounded properties). Simulations run in parallel on all available processor cores, resulting in a near-linear speedup on multi-core systems. DFTRES is a command-line tool; its source code is available at github.com/utwente-fmt/DFTRES, with instructions provided in a README file. Galileo format support requires the installation of DFTCalc, available at fmt.ewi.utwente.nl/tools/dftcalc, and its dependencies.
modes [14] is the Modest Toolset's statistical model checker. It shares the input languages, supported property types, fast state space exploration, crossplatform support, and documentation with mcsta. modes supports all formalisms that can be specified in Jani. It implements methods that address SMC's limitation to purely stochastic models and the rare event problem. On nondeterministic models, modes provides lower (upper) bounds for maximum (minimum) reachability probabilities via lightweight scheduler sampling [20] . For rare events, it implements automated importance splitting methods [13] . Simulation is easy to parallelise, and modes achieves near-linear speedup on multi-core systems and networked computer clusters. It offers multiple statistical methods including confidence intervals, the Okamoto bound [63] , and the SPRT [75] . Unless overridden by the user, it automatically selects the best method per property.
Probabilistic Planners
The probabilistic planners that participated in QComp 2019 consider the analysis of maximum reachability in MDP specifically. They both incorporate FRETπ, but differ in the MDP heuristic search algorithm and the heuristic used.
Modest FRET-π LRTDP implements FRET-π with LRTDP to solve maximum probabilistic reachability on MDP. It is implemented within the Modest Toolset and motivated by an earlier performance comparison between planning algorithms usable for model checking purposes [53] . LRTDP [11] is an asynchronous heuristic search dynamic programming optimisation of value iteration that does not have to consider the entire state space and that converges faster than value iteration because not all values need to be converged (or even updated) before terminating. The tool supports the same input languages as mcsta and modes, and runs on the same platforms. Modest FRET-π LRTDP is available as a binary download at dgit.cs.uni-saarland.de that includes a detailed README file. When invoked on the command line with parameter -help, it prints a list of all command-line parameters with brief explanations.
Probabilistic Fast Downward [71] is an extension of the classical heuristic planner Fast Downward [48] . It supports expected accumulated rewards and maximum probabilistic reachability on MDP specified in PPDDL [77] . Limited Jani support is provided by a translation to PPDDL [53] . Probabilistic Fast Downward features a wide range of algorithms, including two variants of FRET [54, 71] complemented by various heuristic search algorithms such as LRTDP [11] , HDP [10] , and other depth-first heuristic search algorithms [71] . Due to being based on Fast Downward, plenty of state-of-the-art classical planning heuristics are readily available. To make them usable for MDP, Probabilistic Fast Downward supports different methods to determinise probabilistic actions, notably the alloutcomes determinisation [76] . The code is a mixture of C++ and Python, and should compile and run on all common systems. The tool version that participated in QComp 2019 has some functionality removed but also adds performance enhancements. Both versions can be downloaded at fai.cs.uni-saarland.de, and include README files detailing how to build and run the tool. The configuration used for QComp 2019 was FRET-π with HDP [10] search and the h 1heuristic [47] via the all-outcomes determinisation to obtain an underapproximation of the states that cannot reach the goal with positive probability.
Versatility and Usability Evaluation
Once a tool achieves a base level of performance, its versatility and usability may arguably become more important to its acceptance among domain experts than its performance. As versatility, we consider the support for modelling languages and formalisms, for different and complementary analysis engines, and configurability (e.g. to make runtime-precision tradeoffs). Usability is determined by the tool's documentation, the availability of a graphical interface, its installation process, supported platforms, and similar aspects. A user-friendly tool achieves consistently good performance with few non-default configuration settings.
Versatility. The five general-purpose tools-ePMC, mcsta, modes, PRISM, and Storm-support a range of modelling languages, formalisms, and properties (cf. Table 1 and Sect. 4). In terms of languages, Storm is clearly the most versatile tool. Those based on the Modest Toolset and ePMC connect to many languages via Jani. mcsta and modes implement analysis methods for all of the formalisms supported by Jani (cf. Fig. 1) while Storm still covers all of those considered in QComp. PRISM only lacks support for MA. However, on the formalisms that they support, PRISM and Storm implement the widest range of properties, followed by ePMC. These three tools in particular support many properties not considered in QComp 2019 such as LTL, PCTL*, multi-objective queries, and parametric model checking. PRISM and Storm also implement many algorithms for the user to choose from that provide different tradeoffs and performance characteristics; Probabilistic Fast Downward is similar in this regard when it comes to planning algorithms and heuristics. While modes is limited to deterministic MDP, MA and PTA when exact results are required as in QComp, it can tackle the nondeterminism via lightweight scheduler sampling to provide bounds.
Usability. The most usable among all tools is clearly PRISM: it provides extensive online documentation, a graphical user interface, and binary downloads for all platforms that only depend on Java. The Modest Toolset is less documented and contains command-line tools only, but again ships cross-platform binaries that only require the Mono runtime on non-Windows systems. All in all, the tools based on the Modest Toolset and those mainly implemented in Java (ePMC, DFTRES, PRISM, and PRISM-TUMheuristics) provide the widest platform support. Storm is notably not available for Windows, and Fast Downward partly works cross-platform but is only supported for Linux. The default way to install Storm, and the only way to install DFTRES, ePMC, PRISM-TUMheuristics, and Probabilistic Fast Downward, is to compile from source code. Storm in particular requires a large number of dependencies in a long build process, which however is well-documented on its website. All tools come with a default analysis configuration adequate for QComp except for Probabilistic Fast Downward, which requires the explicit selection of a specific engine and heuristics. The performance evaluation results in Sect. 6.2 highlight that PRISM and Storm can benefit significantly from using non-default configuration settings tuned by experts to the individual benchmarks, with mcsta showing moderate improvements with simpler tuning.
Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of the participating tools, they were executed on benchmark instances-a model, fixed values for the model's parameters, and a property-taken from the QVBS. Prior to the performance evaluation, all participants submitted a wishlist of (challenging) instances, from which the organisers chose a final set of 100 for the competition: 18 DTMC, 18 CTMC, 36 MDP, 20 MA and 8 PTA instances covering 40 unbounded and 22 bounded probababilistic reachability, 32 expected-reward, and 6 steady-state properties. The selection favoured models selected by multiple participants while aiming for a good balance in terms of formalisms, modelling languages, and property types. As a baseline, every tool should have a good number of supported instances included; still, some tools that were particularly restricted in terms of languages and property types (such as DFTRES and Probabilistic Fast Downward) could only check up to 10 of them. By taking every participant's wishlist into account, QComp naturally included instances that a certain tool would do well on (suggested by the participant who submitted the tool) as well as instances that it was not expected to perform best with (suggested by the authors of other tools).
After finalisation of the benchmark instances, participants submitted tool packages: installation instructions for the tool (or the tool itself) and a script to generate a Json file (or the file itself) containing, for every instance, up to two command lines to invoke the tool. One of them was required to run the tool in its default configuration, while the other could use instance-specific parameters to tweak the tool for maximum performance. The performance evaluation was then done by the organisers on one central computer: a standard desktop machine with an Intel Core i7-920 CPU and 12 GB of RAM running 64-bit Ubuntu Linux 18.04. Tools were given 30 min per instance. The choice for a rather modest machine was intentional: the slower CPU increased the performance differentiation for moderately-challenging instances, and the moderate amount of memory allowed for some evaluation of memory efficiency by observing the number of out-of-memory results. In particular, a tool's actual memory usage is not a good measure of quality since the ideal tool will make use of all available memory to speed up the verification as much as possible on challenging instances.
The Precision Challenge
Almost all properties queried for a value, with only few asking whether a probability is equal to 1. Participants were required to submit a script that extracts the value of an instance's property from the tool output. Since quantitative verification tools can often trade precision for performance, QComp required a tool's result r i for instance i to be within [0.999 · v i , 1.001 · v i ] with v i being the instance's property's correct result-i.e. we required a relative error of at most 10 −3 . We chose this value as a tradeoff between the advantages of model checkers (which easily achieve high precision but quickly run out of memory on large state spaces) and simulation-based tools (which easily handle large state spaces but quickly run out of time when a high precision is required).
Reference Results. Unfortunately, the actual result for a property is difficult to obtain: tools that scale to large models use inexact floating-point arithmetic, and any tool result may be affected by tool bugs. At the same time, it does not make sense to report performance data when a tool provides an incorrect result as this may be due to an error that drastically reduces or increases the analysis time. QComp 2019 adopted the following pragmatic approach: the organisers used the "most trustworthy" analysis approach available (usually an exact-arithmetic solver for small and a model checker using a sound iterative numerical method for large models) to produce reference results for all selected instances. Participants were then invited to use any other tool to try and refute the correctness of those results, and would discuss the result or benchmark in case of refutation. In the end, only one of the reference results was shown to be incorrect, and this was due to a model translation error that could be corrected before the competition.
Sound and Unsound Model
Checking. Practical quantitative model checkers typically use iterative numerical algorithms relying on floating-point arithmetic. Here, certain algorithms can ensure error bounds (such as interval iteration [6, 12, 33] and sound value iteration [66] for probabilistic reachability, and uniformisation for time-bounded reachability in CTMC). The most common approaches, e.g. value iteration for probabilistic reachability with the standard termination criterion, however provide "good enough" results for many models encountered in practice but may also be widely off for others. It is clearly unfair to compare the runtimes of tools that provide proper precision guarantees against tools without such guarantees where the result happens to be just close enough to the reference value, perhaps even after heavy parameter tweaking to find the sweet spot between runtime and precision. For QComp 2019, since it is the first of its kind and a friendly event, participants agreed to avoid such parameter tweaking. In particular, for iterative methods with an "unsound" convergence check, all participants agreed on using a relative error threshold of = 10 −6 for checking convergence.
Performance Results
The QComp 2019 performance evaluation produced a large amount of data, which is available at qcomp.org; we here summarise the outcomes in comparative plots. In all of them, we use a logarithmic scale for runtime.
Configurations. mcsta, modes, PRISM and Storm provided instance-specific tool parameters that significantly changed their performance characteristics. All three model checkers switched to an exact-arithmetic or sound iterative method for models with known numerical issues (i.e. the haddad-monmege model). Other than that, mcsta was run with some runtime checks disabled (as was modes), and its disk-based methods were disabled for models with relatively small state spaces. On PTA, it was configured to compress linear chains of states, and to use state elimination for time-bounded properties. PRISM was configured to use the best-performing of its four main analysis engines for every instance. This typically meant switching from the default "hybrid" engine to "sparse" for added speed when the state space does not result in memory issues, and to "mtbdd" for larger models with regularity. A Gauss-Seidel variant of each analysis method was used for acyclic models. Storm's specific configurations were set in a similar way to use the fastest out of its four main engines ("sparse", "hybrid", "dd", and "dd" with symbolic bisimulation minimisation) for every instance. Observe that the specific configurations of PRISM and Storm could only be obtained by testing all available engines a priori, which cannot be expected from normal users.
modes by default rejects models with nondeterminism, and runs until the required error is met with 95 % confidence, often hitting the 30-minute timeout. In the specific configurations, modes was instructed to resolve nondeterminism ad hoc, and to return the current estimate irrespective of statistical error after 28 min. It can thus solve more instances (where the nondeterminism is spurious, and where the statistical method is too strict), but risks returning incorrect results (when nondeterminism is relevant, or the error is too large).
Quantile Plots. We first compare the performance of the general-purpose model checkers by means of quantile plots in Figs. 2 and 3 . Each plot only considers the instances that are supported by all of the tools shown in the plot; this is to avoid unsupported instances having a similar visual effect to timeouts and errors. 58 instances are supported by all three of ePMC, mcsta and Storm, while still 43 instances (those in the PRISM language) are also supported by PRISM. The plots' legends indicate the number of correctly solved benchmarks for each tool (i.e. where no timeouts or error occurred and the result was relatively correct up to 10 −3 ). A point x, y on the line of a tool in this type of plot signifies that the individual runtime for the x-th fastest instance solved by the tool was y seconds.
We see that PRISM and Storm are the fastest tools for most of the common instances in the default configuration, closely followed by mcsta. The performance of PRISM and Storm improves significantly by selecting instance-specific analysis engines, with Storm taking a clear lead. PRISM solves the largest number of instances in default configuration while Storm leads in specific configurations.
Scatter Plots. In Figs. 4, 5 and 6, we show scatter plots for all tools that compare their performance over all individual instances to the best-performing other tool for each instance. These plots provide more detailed information compared to the previous quantile plots since they compare the performance on individual instances. A point x, y states that the runtime of the plot's tool on one instance was x seconds while the best runtime on the same instance among all other tools was y seconds. Thus points above the solid diagonal line indicate instances where the plot's tool was the fastest; it was more than ten times faster than any other tool on points above the dotted line. Points on the vertical "TO", "ERR" and "INC" lines respectively indicate instances where the plot's tool encountered a timeout, reported an error (such as nondeterminism not being supported or a crash due to running out of memory), or returned an incorrect result (w.r.t. the relative 10 −3 precision). Points on the horizontal "n/a" line indicate instances that none of the other tools was able to solve. The "default" plots used the default configuration for all tools, while the "specific" plots used the specific per-instance configurations for all tools. We do not show plots for the specific configurations of the four specialised tools since they are not significantly different.
Overall, we see that every tool is the fastest for some instances. PRISM (default), Storm (specific) and modes in particular can solve several models that no other tool can. The specialised and simulation-based tools may not win in terms of overall performance (except for Probabilistic Fast Downward, on the few instances that it supports), but they all solve certain instances uniquely-which is precisely the purpose of a specialised tool, after all. The selected instances contain a few where unsound model checkers are expected to produce incorrect results, in particular the haddad-monmege model from [33] ; we see this clearly in the plots for ePMC, mcsta and Storm. PRISM aborts with an error when a numeric method does not "converge" within 10000 iterations, which is why such instances appear on the "ERR" line for PRISM. ePMC and mcsta do not yet implement exact or sound iterative methods, which is why they keep incorrect results in the specific configurations. The difference between default and specific configurations for modes is different, as explained; it shows that several instances are spuriously nondeterministic, and several results are good enough at a higher statistical error, but many instances also turn from errors to incorrect results. 
Conclusion and Outlook
QComp 2019 achieved its goal of assembling a community of tool authors, motivating the collection of a standardised benchmark set in the form of the QVBS, and sparking discussions about properly comparing quantitative verifiers. It also improved Jani tool support and resulted in a set of reusable scripts for batch benchmarking and plotting. Throughout this process, some lessons for changes and requests for additions to the next instance of QComp surfaced: -The issue that caused most discussion was the problem of how to treat tools that use "unsound" methods as explained in Sect. 6.1. In the future, we plan to provide several tracks, e.g. one where exact results up to some precision are required without per-instance tweaking of parameters, and one that allows fast but "imprecise" results with a nuanced penalty depending on the error. -The evaluation of default and specific configurations provided important insights, but might not be continued; we expect tools to use the QComp 2019 results as a push to implement heuristics to choose good defaults automatically. -The current versatility and usability evaluation was very informal and needs to move to clear pre-announced criteria that tool authors can plan for. -The only addition to formalisms requested by participants is stochastic games, e.g. as in PRISM-games [55] ; however, these first need standardisation and Jani support. In terms of properties, LTL is supported by several tools and will be included in the next edition of QComp. Other desirable properties include multi-objective queries, and the generation of strategies instead of just values. -Finally, all benchmarks of QComp 2019 were known a priori. As QComp slowly transitions from a "friendly" to a more "competitive" event, the inclusion of obfuscated or a priori unknown benchmarks needs to be considered.
